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of Prohibition by domiciliary visits, he exclaimed in the
barely credible idiom that seems habitual with him on the
platform : " I'll fire any cop who walks into a man's house
without a warrant and fans the mattress for a pint flask."
And again, " I'll break any cop I catch on the trail of a
lonesome pint into a man's house or car/' Another issue
(of his own raising) involved denunciations of his predeces-
sor's Superintendent of Schools for the introduction of pro-
British text-books; and this indignant tribune of an out-
raged people, after calling that official " the stool-pigeon of
King George/' promised vociferously to " make the King of
England keep his snoot out of America/' promised indeed
to " hand King George one on the snoot/' should he forget
himself so far as to intrude. For even Mayor Thompson's
language has declared its independence of the King's English.
One would not cull these flowers out of pure light-
heartedness. But Mr. Thompson's mind and utterance is
too fine a specimen to overlook. One does not judge a
garden by its rankest flower; neither does one omit it.
Besides, his appeal, judging by the response, was popular.
For he came first in the affections of this singularly impres-
sive city by 83,072 votes. Should such a phenomenon be
entirely omitted ? The result, full of despair for what one
commentator termed " the whither-are-we-drifting boys," is
not entirely cheerless for the American future; since it
seemed to indicate that the motley masses of Chicago are
even now sufficiently American to react to a thoroughly
American stimulus. And no less American was the response
of his defeated rivals. I append, as a document pour servir,
the rejoinder made by a great journal to the universal
derision which the result excited outside Chicago. Printed
as its first leading-article by the Chicago Tribune, it bore
the slightly rueful heading:
"AND SO'S YOUR OLD MAN
' If there was any part of Chicago that was not dominated
by the bootleggers, thieves, thugs and dregs of the under-

